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Petitions
confuse
students
By Vaishali Kirpekar
Daily Stuff Writer

Walking with his friends outside the
Student Life and Leadership building, Danye
Miller was approached by signature-gatherers Sarah Lindell and Brenda Worley who
asked him to sign on a petition, March 24.
Miller said he thought the petition was
"some stuff about car payments."
Confused. Miller said, like some students
in the past he walked away without signing
it.
Miller’s cause of confusion is circulation of too many petitions. Some support the
governor’s proposed pension plan and others
oppose it. neither of which can be explained
by the circulators.
The gosernor has proposed to change the
current public employees retirement plan
known as "defined benefits" to "defined
contributions" plan. which the California
Faculty Association believes would cut their
pension.
Caren Daniels -Meade. a spokeswoman fin
California’s Secretary of State said that petition circulation is a democratic process that
needs to meet certain requirements.
"But too many petitions and measures on
the ballot are confusing people." she said.
Miller is not alone in this hevv ilderment.
Darren Chesin, a consultant for the Senate
elections committee; Robert Grocholski,
owner of a petition firm that hires signature -gatherers in Los Angeles; and Richard
Bolober, proponent of a pension plan that
opposes Gov.Amold Schwartenegger’s proposal, all said that there are so many petitions
circulating that the chaos contuses the common sitter. They called it a "stink" they persee PETITIONS, page 4
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Occupational therapy students, from left Jacque Barrientos, a senior, Liz Sienkowski, a second -year graduate student, and Juliana
Keeler, a senior, test different materials used for making splints during a splint workshop Monday

Assocation kicks off monthlong
occupational therapy events
By Christine Glarrow
Dully Stall Writer

April is( k upational thew) Month.
which 1111C,Ins the octupational cherap)
is it ii. aadsinoli
department has an pp.,rfuniti.i
cute itself on and oil ampus
et) of la 411kshops and es cuts
The purpose of the occupational therapy department is -to help any units idual

regain their independence for their occupant in and things that the) do on a regular
basis. Occupations are broad and dif f crew. depending lin the indisidual.- said
lagia (’longora. president of the Student
Occupational Therap) Association.
The assticiat ion has organized seseral
workshops that (kiln- on lime consecutise
Fridays in April and May and are open to
all its members. To become a member,
the most is SI
"Sr )’f.A, puts on these events for its

By Traci Newell
Daily Stuff Writer

The university computing
and telecommunications department is working to try to make
gaining access to a student email account easier for students
on campus.
Currently students may log
on to the Internet and request a

Unix e-mail account. The appli
cation asks for a student’s Ii is el
Card ID, name and a less othet
personal details.
"Our stated turnaround tor
account creation is 10 business
days." said Victor ,in I A:LI .
manager of university computing and telecommunications,
"hut requests are usually tin
see E-MAII.s. page 1

In working as a state politician, a federal judge and counsel
to the president. Abner Mikva
denit tnstrates that America’s
three branches of government
are not under lock and key.
For political animals, listening to his insights in the 2005
Don Edwards Lecture might provide useful tips on the accessibility of American government.

fluence students positively on the
virtues of public service, despite
what he describes as a less accessible and difficult political
system.
"I think my experiences reflect that indisiduals are far
more empowered to influence
their community and nation than
appears to them as students,"
Mikva said.
"I would hope that the conversation on April b will encourage
see SPEAKERS. page 3
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Mikva will be on campus today, taking part in a cons ersation
with Len Edwards, a Santa Clara
(’ounty superior court judge and
a friend of Mikva’s.
The event is named after
Edwards’ father, retired congressman Don Edwards, who
recently turned 90.
The conversation starts at
7 p.m. in the Morris Daley
Auditorium at San Jose State
University.
After nearly 50 years in politics. Mikva said he hopes to in-
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Oath, Shift

Oho Vong, a senior majoring in psychology and sociology, plays game of Frisbee in the
quad outside the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library on Tuesday. Vong joined a pickup
game while still wearing his lab coat.

I he peel" Inenlins are on t ampus iii
help ease the tiansmon of lost sear stu
dents to university life rhe peer mentors
are ’Inked t Oh Metropolitan I ’Ill%ersits
St Ilt4in’s I sperience t lasses and work in
the pee, mentor s enter lox. ated in Boys.:
11011
V. are the all assess pass to m
1, ’1111.1110n fin the campus’ said I k..% in
Isti in, a ’anon peer mentor minoring in
psy chology and ads ert using
we don’t
knits% the answer we try to help (the student) find ii"
Jill Steinberg. the director of the Muse
peer IMMO’ program, said that she thinks
the program is the first id its kind She
said what sets the program apart is that

has peer mentors work with both the
students and tic mit’,
heft
Shakira Khait, a sophtin tttttt peer men Tot IllantrIng fl luld des elopment. said
before %met me het unit’s a peel mentor
they must git through a naming class
Steinberg said applit anon, tor the peer
mentors are accepted es els hill, the folIns% ung spring the students take the training , lass. and then they he,ome
ii

c lasses. classes
Ix% iti ills geared tot lust seat student.. requite all their students to come
to the peer mentor t enter at least once
sonnet:
lit’ said that hesause 1,1 the .
tion ssith the Muse rail:tam there are a
high flambe’ ot studenis using the center
in the tall I Iston said since the program
is so popular for hrst-sear students in the
tall. there is a loss turnout in the Spring
semester Steinberg said she hopes the
good reputation the program has will
help the popularity gross
see MUSE. page 3
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EXPLETIVE DELETED

A novice’s experience of life in Las Vegas
After returning home from my first trip to Las
Vegas as a 2I -year-old adult with a shaky memory
and a lot less money, there are a few lessons I’ve
learned about getting along in Sin City.

shaking and crying uncontrollably.
So rule No. 1, stay as far away from these things
as possible.

rule No. 3.
After drinking one too many lethal drinks, stay
away from your sober friends.

Any drink named after a drug
can’t be a good idea.

The first step to fighting addiction is admitting
you have a problem.

If you keep drinking to excess, you
will black out don’t fight it. just ride
If you haven’t been introduced to the
the wave.
drink "Liquid Cocaine," consider yourNow, especially with Liquid Cocaine,
self lucky.
when blacked out you will become emoIt’s roughly a 3- to 5-ounce shot
tional or, like me. hit the wall and lose all
comprised of Bacardi 151
which
control over yourself.
is 75.5 percent alcohol. Goldschlager
While sitting at a bar in one of the higha type of cinnamon schnapps
and
end casinos, you will want to do a lot of
MARK CORNEJO
Jagermeister. which ensures an increase
things that you shouldn’t, but you will, and
in confidence and aggressiveness.
your sober friends will tell you all about it
It’s a fantastic drink because it’ll get you to the in the morning.
level you want to get to as quickly as possible.
You shouldn’t try to make your one friend who
However you will always, I repeat always, go past forgot his dress shoes cry because you had to leave
your limit.
the nicest bar you’ve ever seen after getting past the
Now, this rule doesn’t only apply to Las Vegas, but bouncers, but not actually inside.
mixing the drink and city together is just adding fuel
He knew how great it looked from the outside and
to an already out-of-control fire.
how easy it would have been to ditch him, but you
The result of breaking rule No. 2 leads to shouldn’t try to make him feel bad about it.

Actually, the first step is realizing that slot machines are truly evil. If you don’t think so. just look
at people playing the "one-armed bandits" they are
some of the most depressing looking people I’ve ever
seen. I um one of them.
When you play these tools of Satan you know that
you’re not going to win. You’re going to hit the button
a hundred times and never win, but as you keep playing they tease you, let you win $10 every now then.
And like that, you’re hooked.
Now, having never actually fried crack, I can’t say
for sure they are on the same level of addiction, but
there was a eerie similarity to the way I looked when
putting in my last $20 and the way Chris Rock looked
when he went back to the pipe in "New Jack City."
We were both had the look a fear on our faces while

WORLD OF THE NO

BRIAN PEREZ

You shouldn’t order the last round when you’re
thinking. "I need just one more to be all right." You’re
already there, you just don’t know it yet.
You shouldn’t start trying to tell your sober friends
the story of how you got into the most exclusive bar
on the Strip, but had to leave because "you know
who- forgot his shoes. You’re going to start yelling
and attracting unwanted attention.
You shouldn’t shout something like. "I’m on top of
the world" as loud as you can. You won’t remember
doing it, but you will feel more shame than you have
ever felt when you find out about it in the morning.
You shouldn’t try to start tights while walking
down the Strip. You’re not the only one on the street
who’s drunk, and your sober friends will hate you for
having to fight for you.
And finally, when you’re the sober friend, you
shouldn’t yell at your drunken friends to get out of the
car and fight. One will want to tight, the other won’t
and that’s when people start crying. That’s when the
fun stops and the night has really ended.
Mark Cornejo is the Spartan Daily online editor.
"Expletive Deleted" appears every Wednesday.

MEMPHIS BELLE

Basketball heartbreaker a chance
to cheer for the underdog
(
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Mu Alpha Gamma
A meeting will take place at II a.m. in front of
room 213 of Dwight Bente! Hall.
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
Graduate Studies and Research,
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
SJSU Foundation
For more information, call the gallery office at
The 26th Annual SJSU Student Research Forum
924-4330.
will take place at noon in rooms 2)(5 and 2)47 of
the Engineering building. It will be a celebration
Counseling Services
of student excellence and achievement. RefreshA men’s process group meeting will take place
from 11 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. in Counseling Services ments will be served.
of the Student Services Center.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Career Center
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. A candlelight
"Roadtrip Nation" will take place from II a.m. to
worship will take place from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in
4 p.m. in front of Building F and from 7 p.m. to 9
the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will
p.m. in the Dining Commons. "Roadtrip Nation"
take place from 7 p.m. to ti p.m. at the ministry.
is a program and documentary series dedicated to
For more information. call Sister Marcia Krause at
helping students develop their own unique career
93E-1610.
paths. Roadtrip founders will be recruiting new
applicants to take a trip cross-country and film
College of Engineering
their experiences interviewing leaders in various
Undergraduate engineering student advising will
industries.
be available from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 242 of
the Engineering building.
Campus Greens SJSU
"The Rollin’ Sunlight." a solar powered truck, will
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Allies
be on campus from II a.m. to 2 p.m. at Paseo de
A meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Cesar Chavez for Fossil Fool’s Day. Free solar
in the Costanoan room.
slushies will be available to support the "Renew
CSU" campaign.
Asian American Christian Fellowship
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the
Association for Facilities
Pacifica room of the Student Union.
Engineering Student Chapter
A tsunami relief fund barbecue will take place
SiSpirit
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of the Engineering
Candlelight worship will take place at 7 p.m. in
building. For more information. call Shaina at
the Spartan Memorial.
(510) 676-1395.

TODAY

As March Madness came to an end with the Tar down because Washington got fouled_
Heels of the University of North Carolina winning the
He went to the line to shoot three free throws, posnational championship. college basketball has proved sibly the easiest shot a player can make since no one
its the greatest sport in the world.
defends him and the shot clock stops.
In every sporting event, however, there’s a winner
He made the first free throw and needed one more
and a loser. Teams are favored to win and lose.
to tie and two to win.
The most exciting thing to do while watching any
Washington missed the second shot and then
game is root for the underdog, the team
looked at his coach like he s% as about to
no one expects to win.
beat their rival. Louisville.
Underdogs have defeated the favorites
Surrealism became realism when he
on numerous occasions throughout the
didn’t make the last free throw and lost
history of sports.
the game.
Last month. I watched one of the best
The pressure of being alone on the
games in University of Memphis history,
line and what was at stake must have hit
where the odds were against the men’s
instantly. because Washington pulled his
basketball team.
jersey over his head and collapsed.
The University of Memphis Tigers
His teammates and coach pulled hint
played the University of Louisville
up from the floor crying.
JULIA WEEKS
Cardinals in the Conference USA chamNo one anticipated Memphis. the unpionship game.
derdog. to win the game. but no one preEverything was on the line for the young U of M dicted the game would be that close either.
team.
If it weren’t for Washington’s 23 points and tough
If the Tigers won, they would
play. the Tigers wouldn’t hat. e had
be the Conference USA champion
a chance.
and receive an automatic bid to
I watched some of the first half
the NCAA.
of the game on television, hut
It seemed surreal that the
had to monitor the scores on the
Tigers were down one point with
Internet when I went to school.
less than 10 seconds left in the
Thank goodness tor CBS
game against the sixth-ranked
SportsLine.
Cardinals.
Each time the teams scored, I
After all, Memphis’ season got
wailed for the page to refresh.
off to a rocky start. U of M lost
After the Cardinal defender
a lot of games they should have
fouled Washington at the end of
won.
the game. I held my breath at the
The star player quit the team
computer and hoped Memphis
for being academically ineligible
won.
to play and the girlfriend of a
I’m such a basketball fanatic
guard accused him of assault.
that I taped the game and saw the
Things were beginning to look
tearjerker finale when I got home.
up for the Tigers toward the end
Even though the underdogs.
of their season after winning three
the Tigers, didn’t win, they played
games in a row.
their hearts out.
With 6.7 seconds on the clock. Louisville guard
They still have next season to make a comeback.
Brad Gianiny was fouled.
He made the first free throw and missed the second,
which put the Cardinals up 75-73.
When Memphis regained possession of the hall.
freshman point guard Darius Washington Jr. fired a
3-pointer at the final buzzer.
Julia Weeks is the Spartan Daily photo editor.
The heavens must have opened and sent an angel "Memphis Belle" appears elTrv other W0/flew/al

Underdogs have
defeated the
favorites on
numerous
occasions
throughout the
history of sports.
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Report says loss of fireproofing probably led
to collapse of World Trade Center buildings
NEW YORK (AP)
Federal
investigators said Tuesday the
World Trade Center buildings
probably would not have collapsed in the Sept. II, 2001, attacks if fireproofing had adhered
firmly to the columns and floors.
The National Institute of
Standards and Technology also
concluded that the average survivor took more than double the
estimated time to descend emergency stairwells, and that better
communication between emergency responders could have
saved more lives.
The NISI, which issued three
reports on the attacks, did not
blame designers or builders for
the buildings’ collapse.
However. Shy= Sunder, who
led NIST’s fire and safety investigation, said there are now better
ways to ensure that fireproofing
adheres to steel.
"Even with the airplane impact
and jet -fuel -ignited multi -floor
fires, which are not normal building tires, the buildings would

likely not have collapsed had
it not been for the fireproofing
that had been
dislodged." he
said.
The reports
are likely to
spur
debate
about how to
build safer skyscrapers. Some
investigators
and
rescuers
have advocated
"fireproof"
elevators
and
stronger stairwells in new
high-rises.
In
theory. fireproof
elevators could have taken firefighters to the upper floors and
helped people get out faster.
The NIST findings were met
with mixture of skepticism and
praise from family members of
Sept. II victims who attended a
public hearing on the reports.
Laura Weinberg. whose hus-

band Richard Aronow died in the
attack, said she was disappointed
with some of
concluthe
sions about design features.
think
"I
they’ve softpedaled
the
issue of spray on fireproofing," she said.
But Allan
Horwitz,
son
whose
also
Aaron
died in the
said
attacks,
he was "very
pleased" with
NIST’s work.
"It seems to me like they’re doing everything they can to find out
what happened, why it happened,
and how we can prevent it from
happening in the future," he said.
The report also found that in
Tower I. it took the average survi-

"I think they’ve
soft-pedaled the
issue of spray-on
fireproofing."

Laura Weinberg,
widow

vor 41I seconds to descend a flight
of stairs.
This was double the slowest
evacuation time estimated in a
current fire safety handbook used
by engineers who design buildings. the report said.
The report said that some people delayed their evacuation by
"milling" in offices, deliberating
about what to do, or debating how
to find a stairwell.
NIST said the times in the
models are based on phased evacuations. not the full-scale evacuation that occurred in the towers.
In addition, the report found
that the much -documented problems vs ith radio communication
and information -sharing among
first responders probably "contributed to the loss of emergency
responder lives."
The of ticial Wald Trade
Center death toll stands at 2.749,
including those killed on the two
jetliners that hijackers crashed
into the buildings

E-MAIL - Some students think e-mail account access is not marketed enough
continued from page 1
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’shed in only a few days. even
during the beginning of the semester."
Some San Jose State University
students don’t understand why
there is a wait for the e-mail accounts.
"I don’t see any reason why
SJSU shouldn’t include a simple
e-mail address vs all your semester
registration." said Mark Hsieh, a
tieshman majoring in math.
Ilsieh also said he doesn’t think
creating an e-mail account could
possibly take such a long time.
Van Leer said the funding for
student e-mail accounts is not sufficient enough for all registered
S.M. students
’Insersit) computing and
academic technology would be
happy to provide accounts to students at the fast opportunity," Van
Leci said.
Van Leer said that university
computing and academic technology department has been working
on a new system called SJSUOne.
which vs ill help generate accounts

that share a common user name was three days. This year, he said
and password for all university the average is 2.4 days.
technology services including
Some students also said they
wireless network access, dial -in have seen the change.
network Sc-Argie
cess and eGuinto,
mail.
senior
a
"In
the
majoring
near future.
in
elecwe
would
tronic and
like to fully
computer
automate
technolthe account
ogy,
said
creation
he rememso that the
bered when
e-mail acfive years
count
is
ago a stuwaiting for
dent had to
YOU On your
sign up in
first day of
person and
class," Van
then vs alt
Leer said,
more than
Van Leer
a week to
also
said
pick up the
the process
account in
for e-mail
person.
account cmVan IAer
anon has improved during the past said they have been improving the
couple of years. In 2(10). the aver- e-mail account creation system
age creation time was 21) calendar despite a reduction in workforce
days. In 2003 the turnaround time and budget.

"We hope for
additional funding to
add disk space."

Victor Van Leer,
university
computing and
telecommunications
manager

Some students also think the
e-mail account access is not publicized %s ell eniiugh.
’I dim ’t think the schmil helps
in advertising the .iv allability (of
student
Hsieh said. "I
think the majority of students
don’t know or don’t care they’
have ac..ess to SJSU e-mail addresses."
Van Leer said that during the
school year there are thousands of
new account requests throughout
each semester
lie said that in an effort to boost
student awareness the university’
computing and telecommunications department has partnered
with the unisersity help desk and
they have created several informational Web sites
Van Leer said one of the main
issues the e-mail account system
isn’t more efficient is the lack of
funding.
"We hope for additional funding to add disk space." Van Leer
said.
"With additional disk space
UCAT hopes to offer e-mail to all
active students automatically."

SPEAKERS - Lecture will discuss trends in current U.S. politics
continued from page?
my’ audience to make an effort
to be a player, notwithstanding
the increased difficulty. I come
away from meetings with students somewhat encouraged
that they are willing to make
such an el fort."
Mikva
to
points
trends
in
political
campaigning such as
costs, tactics and a
reliance on
television
as barriers
for aspiring

yet existing programs help less
people than previously."
Mikva was elected to the
Illinois House of Representatives
in 1956 and served five terms in
various districts in Chicago.
In 1979, he was appointed by
President Jimmy Carter to the
U.S. Court
of Appeals
for
the
District of
Columbia
where
he
was selected as chief
justice
in
1991.
He
left the political stage
in 1995 after serving
as
White
H ouse
counsel to
President
B ill
Clinton.
Having served Santa Clara
County for 25 years, Edwin*
said he hopes draw on Mikva’s
rich political experiences during their conversation. The fact
that Mikva has served in all
three branches of government
makes him unique, Edwards
said, recalling his time at the
University of Chicago where
he met Mikva.
"I cannot think of a person
who would be more relevant
to San Jose State students,"

"There is a
hostility toward
government
operations that
makes it hard to
function."
Abner Mikva,
judge

Mikva dea
scribed
public antagonism
I oward
government, however, as especially hindering to the political
process.
"I am most troubled about
American policy changes in recent years, even as the need for
government becomes greater,"
Miks a said.
"There is a hostility toward
government operations that
makes it hard to function. The
need for a public health policy
that reaches all the people is
greater than it ever was, and

Edwards said.
"They can ask him about
politics from so many perspectives and he will have a relevant
answer for them.
Moreover, he brings an enthusiasm for social change that
is contagious.
Many people believe they
can’t make a difference. Mr.
Mikva demonstrates that this is
not true."
Edwards said his judicial
specialization is in juvenile issues surrounding abused and
neglected children.
In November, Edwards became the first juvenile court
judge to receive the William
Rehnquist Award for Judicial
Excellence.
Mikva’s
multidimensional

understanding of the American
political system is why students
should take part tonight. said
Professor Terry Christensen of
the political science department,
a co-sponsor of the event.
"It’s really going to be about
life expenence in politics, the
law and ethics and the philosophy of being engaged in public
life," Christensen said
"It would be good for people
thinking about law school...
The event is supported by
Applied Materials and co-sponsored by the Departments of
political science, history. justice
studies. anthropology, communication studies, the Institute for
Social Responsibility and the
Commonwealth Club of Silicon
Valley.

MANPOWER
STAFFING

SERVICES
185 Park Avenue Suite 191 S.)
408 998 4444 manpowersj corn
Need extra 9997 Give us J call
Were looking for good workers
even if you only want to work
part-time, certain days. etc
Manpower Staffing has been providing temporary workers to Bay Area
companies for over 50 years, We otter vaned work schedules in short time assignments
and long-term temporary-to-regiiiar part-time and
in administrative industrial hi-toch linannel IS/IT binierch health cars
VOW 1s55 nu fee% lpf env work ww_t_r_mt !Qum) ,
and professional posits
Denotes to our temporary employees
Medical and iiental
Competitive pay
Referral txxiuses
4(11 si plan
Paid holidays
tee mine training
DlIffl I Cittp
Nil plan 141110111 414.11k
Paid vacations
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MONTH- Workshop, events planned
tentinued frcirn Page 1
nator.
On Monday. SOTA had its
first workshop, which focused on
splinting. Splinting plays a large
role in hand therapy. one area that
occupational therapists can specialize in.
"When someone has injured
their hand, or they are not supposed to use it or move it in a certain way. certified hand therapists
manufacture splints for that individual." Gongora said.
At the workshop, students were
informed of the different materials
used with splints and could "touch
and play with the new available
plastics used for splints." Gongora
said.
The
workshop
featured
guest
speaker
Ian Roy. an occupational therapist from North
Coast Medical.
Inc.
An
Occupational
Therapy Month
celebration
will be held
on the April
11 workshop
where the statewide chapter,
Occupational
Therapy
Association
of California
will also he joining the .issoc la lion. The celebration will also include guest speakers such as
the president of the branch and
Gigi Smith. occupational therapist and lecturer for San Jose
State University
speaking on
the topic iii -OTAC: Why’ Get
Involved’?"
On April 1 e. a trivia game involving occupational therapy staff
will he held.
"It’s more of a social activity for all (occupational therapy)
students to come together and
mingle." Gongora said.
Smith will also lead the workshop on April 25. which will focus
on a form of documentation in the

field of occupational therapy. The
purpose of this. Sewor said, is to
"give more detailed explanation on
how to write concise and accurate
notes for clients."
The final workshop of the series will be held on May 2 and
will feature guest speaker Barbara
Rodriguez. an occupational therapist from Dominican Hospital
in Santa Cruz. The focus will be
occupational therapy in mental
health, which is how "OT is used
within psych wards," Gongora
said. "That can range from schizophrenia to depression to bipolar
(disorder), and those are just a few
that we can work with."
In addition to workshops. the
department places importance
on visiting businesses, homeless
shelters, hospitals and schools
including
elementary
schools, junior
schools,
high
high
schools.
and junior colleges.
Groups
within the department
are
encouraged to
go to these various places to
explore
work
they could potentially do. as
well as share
their field with
others.
"For
instance. my group went to a school
and spoke to a classroom of fourth
graders about how we. as occupational therapists, can help them
and the services that we can provide to that age group." Gongora
said. "It’s part of our curriculum to
advocate for our profession."
Until last year. enrollment has
been low. Southam said. The department has 40 spots hut typically. 25 have been tilled.
"We’ve been below our target."
Southam said
This coming Fall, however.
Southam said. "%se’ e got loads of
people that want to come into this
program."

"It’s more of a
social activity for
all (occupational
therapy) students
to come together
and mingle."
Ligia Gongora,
association
president

MUSE - Spring is used to train mentors
continued from page 1
Steinberg said the Spring semester is used to help train future
peer mentors. The process for
helping new mentors has changed.
This year the future peer mentors
have to work more closely with the
current peer mentors. Steinberg
said this hands-on work makes
future peer mentors prepared to
deal with the array of issues they
may face.
Khan said that the center does
not just deal with academic help
hut is also prepared to help students face emotional and social
problems.
Steinberg said that the program assigns the peer mentors to
different Muse classes. The peer
mentor’s roles in the classes are
to help the students understand
what the professor is teaching, The
peer mentors also work with faculty members by communicating

to them what the students of the
course say they don’t understand.
"The peer mentors arc involved
in being a liaison between the students and the professors." Elston
said.
He said he is also pushing for
the new peer mentor motto to be
"students lost
Steinberg said that since &MU
is a large commuter school it is
easy for students to feel lost and
drop out. From the research she
has done, studies show that the
students who attach themselves
It, groups, such as the peer mentor
center. feel more connected with
the campus. She said this should
help students be encouraged to
stay on campus.
"Peer mentors are trained to be
open. welcoming to all students,
and help them become a scholar."
Steinberg said. "The students who
use (the center) will get those benefits so they don’t feel isolated."

SJSU International House
Pancake breakfast
Sunday, April 10th
9:30AM-1:30PM
Students: $5
General: $8
Family(4): $20
SJSti Internationul House
300 South 111k M.
San lose. (A 95112
(10S) 9214570
A
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PETITIONS - Students unsure ofpetitions’ purposes
continued from page 1
sonally would never sign.
Signature -gatherers are met with
rising suspicion from the California
Faculty Association. CFA member
Jonathan Karpf, a lecturer in anthropology at San Jose State University,
said it is a desperate attempt to get
600.000 signatures required from the
public to put this initiative on the ballot of the special elections, if called
by the governor in November.
"Although students are not directly affected by the faculty’s pension plan, they are however being
misinformed to sign on various petitions, one of which also supports
the proposed pension plan attacking
the California Faculty Association."
he said.
Grocholski said. "Is it suspicion or
sour grapes? Labor unions and petition issues don’t get enough attention
at state level, so they end up at the
ballot initiative level."
"What do car payments have to do
with this petition?" Chesin asked.
What is more confusing. Chesin
said is the large number of committees established to circulate initiatives, funded by several organizations and business groups.
"There isn’t any one source of
information. Most of the signaturegatherers get paid since it is a huge
effort to circulate initiatives for statewide ballot which begins by the proponent of the initiative seeking the
authorization from the attorney general who gives the petition an official
title to make it ready to circulate."
Lindell and Worley, two signature
gatherers on campus, stood outside
the Student Life and Leadership
Office, talking to students.
Both declined to reveal the name
of their employer or any other details
of their work.

"We are here as unpaid volunteers
from morning till evening and go to
all the CSU campuses," they both
said.
Worley said she has been a volunteer for 18 months.
Lindell said she is an SJSU student taking a few classes in other
colleges.
Lindell explained that proprietors
of petitions pass the petition to the
vendors who have contracts in different districts with regional coordinators who then finally hire circulators
like them.
The petition that they were soliciting students to sign carried the attor-

"It is a democracy
where people have
a right to free
speech."
Don Kassing,
interim president
ney general of California’s consent
and information such as prohibition
on labor organizations from using
dues or fees for political contributions.
Other faculty members who are
critical of the CFA. such as Lydia
Ortega. chair of department of economics; Howard Combs, chair of
marketing and decision making sciences; and Sak Onkvisit, a lecturer
in marketing and decision making
sciences, said they did not find the
presence of the signature -gatherers
alarming because "both sides the
CFA and the signature -gatherers are

equally doubtful."
Interim President Don Kassing
also dismissed the suspicions and
said. "It is a democracy where people
have a right to free speech."
So who are the signature -gatherers?
Nobody knows, since "they can
be homeless people or Ph.D.s,"
Grocholski said.
and
Reed
Daniels-Meade
Dickens. spokesman for Citizens to
Save California speculated on firms
that hire circulators, saying it could
be "ARNO Political Consulting,
Kimball Petition Management and
National Petition Management."
ARNO Political Consulting’s
owner Bill Arnold declined to comment.
"Thirteen million dollars have
been raised to hire these people
for the campaign and money keeps
coming in," said Dickens. declining
to state how these funds have been
raised and who the signature-gatherers on the campus are since there is
no area-wise account kept.
Holober agreed with the CFA.
"Anyone with money, legal support can write and circulate petitions," Holober said.
"The initiative is good because it
enables people to decide instead of
the Legislature." said Dan Pellisier,
chief of staff of Assemblyman Keith
Richman who is the author of this
bill known as ACA IX.
Daniels-Meade said that if the signatures are valid and initiatives are
then qualified, the proponents have
to file the campaign disclosure repon
with the county elections office.
In the meantime, CFA has suggested that people exercise their right
to check the vendor permit of signature-gatherers.
Also being discussed by the CFA
is a possibility to withdraw the signatures collected so far.
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Kick it

U.S. tightens passport requirements
WASHINGTON (AP) Millions
of Americans will be required to show
U.S. passports when they re-enter the
United States from Canada. Mexico
and the Caribbean by 2008 under proposed new rules announced Tuesday
by the State and Homeland Security
departments.
The new policy, designed to thwart
terrorists from exploiting the relative ease of travel in North America,
means that Americans who lack U.S.

passports would have to obtain them
to travel between the United States
and neighboring nations.
It also will require Mexicans and
Canadians to present either passports
or another official document to enter
this country, with details to be determined.
Currently, U.S. citizens in most
cases need to show only driver’s licenses to re-enter this country from
Mexico and Canada, though officials

said that since the Sept. II 2001, attacks. some officials at border crossings at times have asked for additional documents.
"We’re asking people to think of
travel in and out of the U.S. (in this
hemisphere) in the same way they
would travel to and from Europe,"
said Elaine Dezenski, deputy assistant secretary for border and transportation security at the Department of
Homeland Security.

Bruin

Connelly / Daily Staff

Six -year -old Julian Wiesemann, from Germany, kicks a soccer ball to his mom Anette in front
of Tower Hall. The Wiesemanns are on vacation to visit a cousin who works at San Jose State
University.

Professor sixth recipient of Faculty Distinguished Service Award
By Angela Forte
Daily Ste Writer
Annette Nellen, professor of
accounting and finance in the college of business and chair of the
Academic Senate, was chosen on
March 21 as the sixth recipient
of the San Jose State University
Faculty Distinguished Service
Award for 2004-05.
According to a written statement
by interim President Don Kassing,
he and the Faculty Distinguished
Service Award Committee selected
Nellen based on the contributions
she has made to SJSU by working
with more than 20 university committees as well as multiple search
committees.
The
committees
Nellen
has worked with include the
Metropolitan University Scholar’s
Experience Seminar Program,
New Student Task Force, leader
of campus dialogue on "What it
Means to be an Educated Person"
and University Advancement.
-I am honored and pleased to be
recognized by President Kassing
who has done so much for the university and it is also an honor to be
among a group of past recipients
who have served the university
so well -- and who continue to do
so," Nellen said.
Emily Wughalter, Muse director. said Nellen is an extremely
industrious and energetic person
who is able to innovate and pursue
her innovations.
"Originally, there was a group
of faculty administration and staff
that planned for, but really Nellen

was the one who executed the
steps to make the program happen." Wughalter said.
Nellen said that she enjoyed being the first director of the program
and working with talented and
dedicated people on campus.
Gail Evans. associate dean of
undergraduate studies and director of general education, said that
she has never met anyone more
dedicated, competent, efficient and
committed than Nellen in her 30
years of academia.
Evans
said
Nellen is truly
the epitome of
the consummate
professor
and
that her primary
goal is to give
students
the
highest education possible.
"Nellen intiated the educated person committee and from
that she created the Socrates
Cafe - a place
where students,
faculty members
and staff can get together and discuss philosophical issues." Evans
said.
Evans said that Nellen’s participation with the New Student Task
Force has helped to make first -year
students’ experiences better.
"Nellen believes in quality for
student education and is able to
implement her ideas quickly and
thoroughly," Wughalter said.
According to a written state -

ment posted on the SJSU Web site,
as chair of the Academic Senate,
Nellen has created the Faculty
Distinguished Service Award and
has guided the senate to actively
pursue new policies and procedures in regards to faculty members, students, planning and curriculum.
Nellen said that several years
ago. former President Robert
Caret suggested the Faculty
Distinguished
Service
Award
when she was serving as chair of
the Academic
Senate’s
Professional
Standards
Committee and
helped to design the award
criteria as well
as the procedure for selecting a recipient.
Nellen said
that
chairing
the Academic
Senate for the
past two years
has given her
a
wonderful
opportunity
to make significant accomplishments including creating a new
academic integrity policy, a new
Outstanding Lecturer Award and
a resolution supporting building a
culture of reading at SJSU.
"1 hope that my contributions
to the senate have benefited the
campus in the areas of planning,
budgeting, improvements in the
curriculum and building connections between people in iliac’s:mu:

"I can’t think of a
soul more
deserving of the
Faculty
Distinguished
Service Award."
Gail Evans,
associate dean

affairs and student affairs." Nellen
said.
According to the statement
on SJSU’s Web site, Nellen is
also active in her role as a certified public accountant of the
California State Bar and has provided services to the Silicon Valley
Network Tax Policy Group and the
Congressional Joint Committee on
Taxation in Washington, D.C.
"I’ve enjoyed working with
professional organizations in the
hopes of improving the tax law
and helping policy -makers on
the national, state and local levels better understand new ways
of doing business and the impact
on the tax law and vice versa."
Nellen said.
Nellen said that her work with
professional organizations have
led to improvements in tax law.
"I also believe that it is important to be a role model to my
students of the importance of
contributing time to make their
profession (tax accounting better
by helping more people to understand the tax law," Nellen said.
According to the statement.
Nellen is active within the corn-
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munity by being a docent. or tour
guide, for the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library and by
volunteering at several local organizations such as the Junior
Achievement of Santa Clara
County and the Group Horne
Project for the department of alternative schools in the Santa Clara
County Office of Education.
"Nellen is a vs onderful colleague in every respect. She is
incredibly bright and creative and

a marvelous listener. She has the
energy and drive to implement
inure ideas than most of us can
ens i Sit in. let alone bring to reality." FA ass said. "I can’t think of a
sittil inure deserving of the Faculty
Distinguished Service Award.Nellen vs ill he congratulated
for the ays ard at the Sixth Annual
Faculty Service Recognition and
Awards Luncheon. which will he
held on April 27 in the Barrett
Ballroom of the Student Union.

off with Student 161
Downtown Location
173 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113
mvw.britanniaarms.com

Entertainment:
Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Poker Night
Wednesday: Live Music
Thursday: Country Western
Friday: Live Music
Saturday: Live DJ
Sunday: Karaoke
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SJSU wrestling team grapples with club status
By Mayra Flores
Dully Staff Writer
Wrestling has been a staple at San Jose
State University since the early ’30s. The
various teams throughout the years have
gone up against other colleges. universities. military bases and even prisons.
The newest club competes at different
seasons, each a different style of wrestling
freestyle. folkstyle and Greco-Roman.
"Wrestling is not so much of a game as
it is combative. It’s more self-defense."
said SJSU wrestler Daniel Williams.
This season, the club did its folkstyle
wrestling and vv as 3-0 before conference competition. It took first place in the
National Wrestling Athletics Association
Conference in February. held on campus
the lust time in 21 years.
In the late 1940s and early 1950s. the
SJSU wrestling team competed against San
Quentin State Prim in. It won two out of its
three matches against the prison team.
Joseph Rruzzone. csho started wrestling
with SJSU as a freshman in October. said
wrestling is a major commitment.
"Wrestling is a lot more physically demanding than other sports.- he said. "You
also have to %k ittLli your diet and the food
you eat, so it cc restlingi takes up your
life."
Williams compares the &ducat
needed for wrestling to that needed for
fencing. hosing and Judo.
"You gotta budget your time like with
any other hobby." Williams said. "Vim
in can’t
Sim:tones
gotta sacriliCe
eat and you can’t drink because of your
weight class."
Russ Lopez, in his third year with the
club. is captain of the club and was confer-

Shamintkr Dulai / Daily Staff
Wrestling

head coach Jim Lucas spars with Russ Lopez, captain of the Spartan wrestling club. "1 just love the sport" Lopez said."It’s
great to be part of a team *specially a college team."

ewe champion last seam in.
’’Its a lift of %% irk .** Lopez said.
"Wrestling, in general. teaches you lessons
that not all sports can. It teaches you that
),i111 loci: hard work and need dedication
both aspects that you carry on. not only
on tlw mat hut in your work career and the
rest of your life

Weight management is definitely mental and physical. Lucas said.
There are key things that make up a
wrestler. Lucas said.
"You have to have the thinking ability
of a chess master, the endurance of a distance runner and the speed of a sprinter
all aspects from different sports." he said.

In ’NY. the SJSU wrestling team %vent
On hiatus because of the Title IX. vvhich
was dratted F) the Office of Cis ii Rights
in 1972. enacted in 1975 and recently
modified on Mardi 22.
Title IX states that there should be
equality for men and %%omen in a university setting.

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
IS there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
riot approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION/RECREATION/
CHILDCARE

SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round program, indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shies
available Email resume to
sdavis.avac us

58.00/HOUR
Register FREE
for jobs near
Campus or Home
student sitters corn

THEATER. MANNERS &
HIP HOP INSTRUCTORS for
children Theater 8 Manners
training provided 1-7 hours
per week Must have car Earn
$25 per class Must have exp
working with children. Theater
Fun. Call Carol at 408-6299721 Fax 408-225-8343 or
carolromoiiotheaterfun corn

SO. VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
hiring asp Summer Camp Staff
8 Teen Program Staff Camp
staff supervise 8 work Ai/youth
in an outdoor setting through
organized activities Fa 10 wks
June -Aug Teen Program Staff
lead/leach physical activities
inc games dance classes.
sports yoga wrkout in gym.
etc Flexible Pa firs M-F 4-8.
CAMP COUNSELORS needed may Inc wkends Prefer email
06/05 08/19 sir Residential
shjacksonieoscvymca org Apply
SUMMER Camping Program
,owww scvymca org or call
for children 8 adults with dis1408i 726-9622
abilities Challenging. Rewarding,
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
Cali 7am,snaa0408-243-7861
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
or visit www viaservices org
Infant, Toddler P. Preschool
Teachers 8 Aides Substitute
LOS GATOS SWIM AND
positions, some with flexible
RACQUET CLUB 15 4 urrently
accepting applications for posi- schedules are also available ECE units are required
tions in the following departfor teacher positions but
ments Front Desk Fitness
Staff Summer Camp Leaders. not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Childcare & Age -Group Swim
Development majors Call
Coaches Applicants are to be
Cathy for an interview rie 244outgoing able to multi -task
lax re, rr 248-7433
19680
Good customer service is a
plus PT AM/PM shifts availcall
1408)
able More into
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
356-2136 or fax resume to
DAYCARE TEACHERS: K 8th
(408) 358-2593
school seeks responsible individuals for extended daycare
INSTUCTORS FOR FITNESS
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
A EDUCATIONAL CLASSES: units required Previous experiGreat Opportunity Great Pay
ence with children preferred
(t Flexible Hours Call 408 971- Call 244-1968 X16
4760 or visit campcarter net
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T. NI -F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $783 -Sit 32/hour
starting depending on asp No
ECE units reg Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245
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FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
A( bull, Lessons Learning for girl
participants Work with other cons
moody orgs Set-up & deliver pro
grams al assigned locations 5-10
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
or equiv w/sorne experience
Understand girl/gender issues
First Aid/CPR Cert (have
or can obtain) Basic math
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
company vehicles Bilingual is
a plus Avail Immediately Send
cover letter & res to- HR. Girl
Scouts of Santa Clara Co.
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
CA 95128 FAx 408 287-8025
Email hoa,girlscoutsofscc org
No phone calls. please AVEOE

STUDIO a NIGHTCLUB Now
hiring Security Cocktailers
Setbacks Cashiers 8 Promotions
408-279-4444 8 So First St
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students,
Earn 3250 Every Weekend,
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876

NANNY/ASSISTANT
PT Santa Cruz Ws area
2 kids/11 & 17 408 892-4407

ATTENTION. SJSU STUDENTS
EARN iNCOME & UAW EXPERIENCE

EMPLOYMENT

’PART TIME OPENINGS
-HIGH-STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES

GENERAL
STUDENT DRIVER NEEDED
Transport SJS professor to &
from Sunnyvale & Evergreen
College 4 days/week Must
have clean driving record Pay
is negotiable For more info.
Call 6/or leave message 408924-5.522 or 408-732-2756

’Customer sales/service
’All majors may apply
’Internships possible
’Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided
CALL 615-1500 9am Spin
www workforstudents com/sisu

WAITRESSES a, DANCERS
No exp nec Will train Most be
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS!
21 Great S PT Flex Hrs Call
Local valet company needs
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals 10 work at nearby malls
LEE’S SANDWICHES now hir private events iS country clubs
ingi All positions available 260 FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
E Santa Clara St ui Sixth St
schedule Must have clean
Next to New Civic Center/City
Hall Call 408-687-1015 or visit DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867 7275
vivne leesandwiches corn

SPRING STUDENT WORK!
$14 50 to START
Certified Training Provided
Suits All Majors
Great Resume Exp
Flex Around Schedule
IMMEDIATE Openings
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
,ncludes cosmetic i $69 00’year
Save 300,,,60r, For into call
1-800-655-3225 or
WWW studentdental corn or
www goldenwestdental corn

GREEK/CLUB/ORG

MO GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your groups time
PLUS Our tree (yes. tree)
fundraising solutions EQUALS
51000-52000 in earnings
for your group Call TODAY
for a $400 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser
Contact CampusFundraiser ii
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www campusfundraiser corn

RENTALHQUS.ING
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath
over 1000 sq foot apartment
Walking distance to SJSU
Newly remodeled
Laundry facilities
Parking
Security Gate
Easy Access to Bay
Area freeways
Substantially larger than
others. $1195 00/mo
408-947-0803

SERVICES
SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any new or
used HIFI Electronics check
With us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube & creel
state. loudspeakers DJ sound
8 classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys sells
trades. consigns & services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeakers for new sound Special
pricing for SJSU students
faculty Check our websIte
www soundsunique corn or r an
408-287-3002
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Call BIRTHRIGHT 4011 241 9444
or 600 550.4900 Fr./Confident.’

CHARMING NAGLEE PARK
COTTAGE! Large Furnished
Studio $900 inc util No smoke/
ow. , all ageni in. 9966100 .105
MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully 8 Mclaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library Shopping
& HY101-280
995 Tully Rd 294-6200
LIVE I BLOCK FROM SJSU
Lge 2Bil 5Ba in 9i1, $1095/Mo
Newly remodeled 408 309-9554

o
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Clearly Print Your Ad Here
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Chock a classification

Name
Address

I 1 -day
2 -days
I 3 -days
4 -days
’ 5 -days

requenry Criscounts
$5
$7
’.
$9
$11 tx;r4p71.7.0..p.div:dwrdb441.17
$13 slm wo,d

tram lOsin to Awn STIAMIgarlIrtgrnS0

Lost

and found

:Rental housing

0AnnounCeMents

OShared housing

campus clubs

DReal Estate

Phone

PGreek Messages

a5erVICPS

Send cher k or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards) to
Spartan Daily Classifieds, San Jose State University
San loss, California 95192-0149
Class/test desk is lix ate(’ in Dwight Bentel Hall. Rm /09
Deadline 10 00 a in two weekdays before publication
All ads a, prepaid No refunds on rani-riled I hecks.
Eat, for iimsei utive publication dates only

Events

314ealth,BeautY

OVolunteers

GElectronks

DSoorts, Thrills
Olnsurance
:Entertainment

0Wanted

OTravel

City & State

ZIP

QvastIons? CALL 4011.524.3277

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PHN:
FAX:

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissehatIon
-.Experienced Efficrrtl Bract
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace ’iv 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace4aol corn or visit
www gracenotesedding corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

326U STUDENT RATE: 23% OFF. mt. reloapplis
too, Ckata....plety. adszliz Meraunt for itatri morn
04/06/05

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
We are currently hiring for
P/T positions We offer a great
working environment with day
8 evening shifts for responsible
8 energetic people Apply in
person 200 to 4 00pm Mono,
Toes We are located in San
Pedro Square

:Wog Sale

ElEmployrnent

Tutoring

"This is where they messed up," said
SJSU wrestling club head coach Jim
Lucas. "They. the National Collegiate
Athletics Association, the university and
everyone associated with the university.
didn’t know how to interpret it."
The way the university chose to interpret it. said Lucas, is by whatever ratio of
female to male students it has.
If 60 percent of the student population
is female, then 60 percent of the student athletes have to be female. What that
doesn’t take into consideration is whether
either gender wants to participate in collegiate athletics.
A new ruling came out late last month
stated that if the interest level of the students that want the sport participation is
high, they can have a team, regardless of
the gender ratio. Lucas said.
Lucas described the Silicon Valley as a
hot bed for wrestling.
"This is a chance for SJSU to reinstate
y%restling within the NCAA Division -I."
he said.
Lucas brought the sport hack in 2001,
hut only under club status rather than as an
NCAA-sanctioned sport.
While the club belongs to the National
Collegiate Wrestling Association, members still participate in NCAA tournaments regularly. They just can’t compete
in regionals or nationals.
SJSU wrestler Joe Inkerbrandt won the
freestyle portion of the I ’SA Wrestling
tournament March 12, which was hosted
by Santa Teresa High School.
Wrestlers Russ Lopez and Joe Alvarez
will be competing in the freestyle portion of the USA Wrestling tournament on
April 23 hosted by Hollister High School
and May 14, hosted by Fremont High
School.

SHARED_ HOUSING
SHARE 38R TOWNHOUSE
Beautiful Evergreen Foothills
Cable. Satellite TV DSL Maid
Service Utility included $600/
mo Leslie in 408 386 7246

OPPORTUNITIES
GET PAID FOR youstokoNs,
Earn 515-5125 8 more,survey
www moneyfor surveys corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EVRGRN TWNHS V//POOL
2 rms $400 ea 1 4 utils Nr
College & Fnvys G/M Pref’d
408-223-1840 or 892-1866

EGG DONORS $5700.
Seeking all ethnicetes
Responsible healthy applicants
needed Contact 408-528-9208
or infoawcfed corn

ROOM FOR RENT- 3BDP2BA
home in quiet safe SJ area
7 mi from SJSU 1 blk to Lt rail
$425/mO util inc 265-6381

FREE MAKE OVERS!
Model for San Jose Hair Show
Free Color/Cut/Style
April 9-10-11
Call Now 408 646-6757

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
5
9
12
13
15
16
7
tA
19
21
21
25
26
21)
31
35
36
38
39
41
43
44
46
48
49
51
52
53
55
57
61
65
66
69
69
70
71
72
73
74

ACROSS
orifer opori
Soften
Plaintive cry
Dry as dust
Farewell
Crawford s
Whining noose
Memos
Pull in as a horse
Attempts
Inert to equal
Churn up
Blurted out
Gas pump abtx
Thespians guest
Banff take
A Vanderbilt
Rascal
Where Durban is
Pet in a cage
Undersized
Gentle person
Mope
Ori-well capper
Red London lay
Owens/is
Still active volcano
Go off CrIcli9e/
Radar image
Ireland
Lookout
Grassy area
Corns- strip dog
Formation !hers
Asa’, desert
Unmanageable
Winter
coostenation
Collar style
Born as
Season
Fliverhank growth

DOWN
1 Steady look
I to hot ilk. flower

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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r .10’.
1 French wines
4 - Lee Masters
5 Huge houses
7
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9
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capItal
Del
Is rile with
Get acquainted
Toledo s lake
Proceed
The suspects
Slow
Famed
sergeant
Detroit
Alpaca rr’ik""
Torah ’rioter
Sultans
Lousins
Pen treats
S
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is home
Mood Albino
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Pipe loint
Delight
Questioned
Witch hazel
’a
Lox purveyor
Hard hi onrile by
Fab Four
member
Sgients at
Raring to go
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Nelearti s river
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Sting rocks out packed house with old Police hits
By Rachel Hill
1)uilY Stuff Writer
The normally mellow musician.
rocked the Event Center on Friday
with a stellar performance that left
ence members wanting more.
Sting traded his orchestra and
ground singers for a stripped -down

Sting
night
audibackshow

III VII W
that allowed the performer to prove that he
still rocks. With an emphasis on guitars.
Sting returned to his rock roots and revisited his early days. with two guitarists and
a drummer accompanying the singer while
he played the bass.
Although Sting is mostly known for his
vocals and songwriting, this show demonstrated the other side of the artist’s musicianship with his heavy bass playing. Sting
seemed to be just as engaged in his guitar
playing as his singing.
Sting’s band was instrumental in his triumphant return to the raw side of the rock
genre.
Sting entourage consisted of mostly
new members except the lead guitarist.
Dominic Miller who has been with Sting
for more than a decade. Rhythm guitarist Shane Fontayne and drummer Josh
Freese, who plays drums for A Perfect
Circle, proved to be the perfect additions to
Sting’s lineup. Their performances added
depth and heaviness to the music creating a
more solid fast paced sound.
The Event Center was the perfect venue
for Sting to get loose with his music. With
the maximum capacity of 5,000 people. the
small concert hall offered fans a close up
experience with the hand. Event Center
acoustics complemented Sting’s sound,
making his vocals sound crisp and clear
without being drowned out by the powerful guitars. Sting’s singing was strong and

Photos by Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
ABOVE: Sting takes a break during his concert to introduce his band members to
the crowd at the Event Center on Friday night. Sting launched his new tour, The
Broken Music Tour, in which he plans to play at several smaller venues such as college
campuses.
RIGHT: Sting performs during his concert Friday night at the Event Center in front of a
near -capacity crowd. Sting sang both new songs and some songs from his days with The
Police.

solid and he never faltered between notes.
Sting opened the show with his classic
hit, "Message in a Bottle.- Since Sting was
not promoting a nest alhUlli in this tour.
the concert’s song list k as dominated by
several old hits. including "L) cry Breath
You Take." "Ro vaunt)" and "Spirits of the
Material World."
The en its tee led a few songs ki warm
up and get pang. It did iii it take king for
audience members to become more engaged in the shots and start singing along
with the perk ionei The audience was mellow compared to most concerts, and fans

expressed their interest through chanting instead of screaming and cheering.
However, fans did stomp feverishly to get
Sting out for the encore.
Fans welcomed the resurrection of the
singer’s heavier rock style and old hits that
including several songs from his days with
The Police.
It was refreshing to finally sec a rock
icon make a successful return to rock
’n’roll basics, instead of making a permanent lapse into mild soft side of the rock
genre, like so many rock legends of the
past have done.

Film shows truth behind Iraq war Mac punks Kutcher in film
By Banks Albach
Daily Staff Writer

Anything that simultaneously irritates and confuses the right and left
in this country is precious, especially
if it’s a documentary film about the
war in Iraq. "Gunner Palace," a film

REVIEW
hy writer and director Michael Tucker,
tits the part well.
The setting is Baghdad. after the
end of "major combat" and during the
rise of what some soldiers jokingly
refer to as "minor combat." For two
months in late 2003 and early 2004.
Tucker and his handy -cam lived with
the 400 soldiers of the 2nd Battalion,
3rd Field Artillery Division of the
United States Army, filming them on
the front line of an unpredictable urban
landscape.
The men and woman of the division. most of whom are under 25, call
themselves "The Gunners," hence the
name of their temporary residence, a
bombed -out palace that belonged to
Uday Hussein before the fall of his
father’s regime.
Between footage of night-time
"roughrider" raids on suspected insurgent strongholds, the capturing of
detainees and Humvee patrols through
the streets of Adhamiya, one of the

most volatile sectors of Baghdad,
"Gunner Palace" gives moviegoers a
chance to shelve their wartime opinions in and catch a glimpse of daily
life for U.S. soldiers in Iraq.
Don’t expect a cinematic masterpiece. The footage is grainy, jarring
and the scenes follow a sporadic pattern of cuts and edits.
The result, however, is a visual
adventure in its own might, not to be
confused with the sign language used
by Donald Rumsfeld at press briefings.
Tucker does some narrating, but
only when the film isn’t focused on
the voices of his main subjects
the
soldiers. They rap freestyle about the
closeness of death and the softness of
armchair pundits at home. They talk
about who and what they are lighting for not Iraq and not America,
but simply their buddies in their unit.
And the fear masked by cynicism as
they describe roadside improvised explosive devices. or IEDs, might make
viewers curse under their breath.
Overall, the chaotic and unpredictable nature of "Gunner Palace"
probably reflects the situation in Iraq,
although it is obviously impossible for
anyone to say.
Tucker said he never intended to
send a message or present an agenda
with "Gunner Palace." As an ex -reservist himself, he said it would be unfair to paint the soldiers in one color. If

By Rachel Hill

anything, the situation is gray, he said.
"For most of the soldiers, being in
Iraq is their job," Tucker said. "They
have a diversity of opinion about why
they are there. At the same time, no
matter what they think, they have a deployment to survive and their worries
tend to be more localized than most of
us would think."
When the Gunners are taking a
breather from the daily life on the
streets of Baghdad, Tucker catches
candid moments of soldiers pounding Snapple in Uday’s old swimming
pool, practicing their skills on a small
putting green or lamping around their
barracks surfing their laptops.
And every note of Gunner Stewart
Wilf’s heavy-duty guitar playing is
precious, especially when he tries to
teach a 60-year-old Iraqi man how to
scream like a hard-core singer. But
don’t expect any crazy parties.
The Iraq deployment is the first
dry military mission in the history of
America.
In watching "Gunner Palace."
it’s hard not to become attached to
the men and women of the division.
More importantly, though, regardless
of your civilian opinion, it’s easy to
separate the war from the warriors and
sympathize with their plight.
As one young Gunner puts it at the
end of a free rap in front of a rubble
heap in the palace, "You don’t have to
like this, hut please respect it."

Daily Staff Writer

Bernie Mac and Ashton Kutcher make the
perfect comedic couple deli% erIng nonship
laughs in "Guess Who."
Percy Jones lifeline Mak’, is an userprolec-

REVII IV
live outspoken lathe’ is fit finds himself meddling in his daughter 1 heiesa’s
Saldana)
personal lac. Jones still ship at nothing to ensure that his daughtei gets the perfect man.
The mot le is centeied around the Jones’
renewal of then wedding c mists, Theresa sees
this event as the perfect ’ppu tnt utuits fo introduce her new hi iy friend. SMII in ifeen I Ashton
Katcher). to her family, hut ’legit.s ts hi tell
them that her new man is of a different ethnicity.
Simon unfortunately. is the target of her
mot les cofather’s ocerzealom helms
medic edge mostly spa%) ns from the tensions
between these 1w,, characters and the crazy
antics Percy uses to lilt eStigate Simon.
Simon desperately tries to impress his pmspective father-in law ...insult/ him to he and
hide the fact that he lost his elite position at a
financial firm. His et forts. howeser, are thwarted by the fact that Pones cuaninually finds him
in seemingly awkccard situations. including
being dressed in women’s lingerie.
No matter what, Percy is dem mined from
the beginning to make Sum in face an uphill
battle to win his apprin al. hut the fact that he is
Caucasian makes it mut. Ii harder.
By resersing the ethnic files of the main
characters. "Guess Who" puts a modern spin

’Beauty Shop’ makes cut as sequel
By Christine Glarrow
Daily Stuff Writer

One woman from "Barbershop"
gets her chance to beautify and
provide more laughs in what seems

I,, he the third in trilogy. "Beauty
Shop." The characters are witty.
yet real, making it easy to relate to
them and the incidences they face
in their everyday life.
Gina Norris (Queen Latifahi
is a talented hairstylist who’s
moved from working in Chicago
to Jorge’s. the "hest design salon
in Atlanta."
Gina can only lake so much
disrespect, however, from her
bigheaded boss and decides to
make her dreams of owning her
own shop a reality. She purchases

a -hole -in -the -wall lilac e and restores it with the help of her sty list
friends, naming it Gina ’s Beauty
Shop.
But the MO% le ..1K11(111.I till it
without contlic f stemming limn
the
Jorge. unrealiSill threats I ft
Mid s anlocal inspector (
dalism to the shop.
Gina feels like she can’t get a
break. But with the help ill friends.
a hot electrician ftir a tic ighlsa and
a local radio disc jockey. she might
just pull through.
The Oa was tamp essatv. lii it’, ever, and the mos it’ so add hiss’
been more entertaining v. ’Mina
one. Its "street colliaitualisms"
alone, were Self 11Cleta to make a
successful movie and eni Roth to
make anyone laugh out loud.
’rhe film’s weakness is that it
has too many similarities to the
previous "Barbershrip’ nuts ms
Besides the very general sum

larity of shops struggling from
thi eats iii competitors and antagonist., es en some slightly smaller
comparisons can he made.
In kith
’Barbershop’’ and
"Beauty Shop," a white newcomer
struggles to he retiugtii,ed tun her
ban cutting or styling skills and
to lit in. The southern white girl
in "Beauty Shop." Lynn (Alicia
Silverstone). does a great lob giving white female audience members something iii relate to, as well
as pros Ming consistent laughs.
In
M. sue. Lynn and her lellots sly lists head out to the club for
a night 111 dancing and sot ializing.
mi surprises them all cc ith her
wths and ler- worthy
booty
shaking.
Altogether, the laugh -worthy
scenarios and inside pikes are
worth a trip hi the theaters or at
feast $4.50 as a rental in the future

on the remake
the 1%7 him .1 icies Who’s
Coming to Dinner " This it, ie uses the ...en
slime situation as the toundathin hi, a gut
wrenching comedy that
Mete,
laughs and romance to illustrate all important
message.
"Guess Who" shots. the growth of K utc her
as an actor. The Holly wiod q.11- ’s cm ’ntedic
style was of a twin: mature nature than his pre
sinus roles such as "Dude Where’s %Is Uar’’’.
With this chaiacter. Kutcher used thainatit
facial expressions and good timine to garner
laughs.
By adding siiiii%eliess. antl link!’
Skill II) his character’s deniealliii.
pUt ftis
own spin on the rule of the ty ph al hotheaded.
overly agere.o.ke lather. making the mildly
pompous Percy Jones the highlight of the
movie.
The entire cast of "Guess Who" gas 5’ strong
perkirmances, especially the Jones family
members.
’the movie had a solid realistic plot, and
when combined w ith laughs made for a really.
good story. Howl:set the storyline had one in
significant flaw regarding Sitnon’s job.
The issue of Green’s sudden unemployment
becomes a subplot m beginning of the Tian
hut inner ..0111pleiel
m the end.
Although it is a Minn!’
In the nni%
main ph rt. it leases the audience wondering it
Simon has able to bounce hac k thim his recent
career blows.
Beyond the laughs the !tunic successfully
takes on the issue of interracial marriage in a
light-hearted fashion.
For a good time and a Ii it of laughs. "Guess
Who" is the movie to see and is worth the
ticket price. "( itiess Who" is good movie for
a date or just to see with a few Inends.
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